
Standard Reports Manual
About this Document...

The myinventory Standard Report Manual is a comprehensive guide all reports that 
are included in the myinventory Application.

The myinventory Reports are essentially a category unto themselves. Unlike iCare 
or mymicros.net Reports, all of the myinventory Reports are categorized within 
themselves. This document contains the following top-level myinventory reports 
for myinventory:

myinventory Status Report ......................................................... 11
myinventory Cost of Sales (COS) ..............................................13
Receipts Summary Report..........................................................14
Preview Count Report ................................................................18
Inventory Count Report..............................................................22
Purchase Orders Summary .........................................................25
Purchase Orders Report..............................................................26
Receipts Report ..........................................................................29
myinventory Item Groups Report...............................................31

Organizations with mymicros.net will have access to the mymicros.net Reports. 
Please refer to the mymicros.net Standard Reports Manual for a complete listing of 
all mymicros.net reports.

Organization with iCare will have access to the mymicros.net Reports. Please refer 
to the iCare Reports Manual for a complete listing of all mymicros.net reports 

Organizations with myLabor have access to the mymicros.net Reports. Please refer 
to the myLabor Reports Manual for a complete listing of all mymicros.net reports.



Declarations
Warranties
Declarations

Warranties Although the best efforts are made to ensure that the information in this manual is 
complete and correct, MICROS Systems, Inc. makes no warranty of any kind with 
regard to this material, including but not limited to the implied warranties of 
marketability and fitness for a particular purpose. Information in this manual is 
subject to change without notice. No part of this manual may be reproduced or 
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including 
photocopying, recording, or information recording and retrieval systems, for any 
purpose other than for personal use, without the express written permission of 
MICROS Systems, Inc. MICROS Systems, Inc. shall not be liable for errors 
contained herein or for incidental or consequential damages in connection with the 
furnishing, performance, or use of this manual.

Trademarks Acrobat Reader® and FrameMaker® are registered trademarks of Adobe 
Corporation.

Microsoft®, SQL Server™, Excel®, Windows® are either registered trademarks or 
trademarks of the Microsoft Corporation on the United States and/or other countries.

Design and 
Production

This manual was written with Adobe FrameMaker 10.0 and SnagIt 9.0.

Printing History New editions of this manual incorporate new and changed material sine the previous 
edition(s). Minor corrections and updates may be incorporated into reprints of the 
current edition without changing the publication date or the edition number.

Edition Month Year Software Version

1st March 2008 3.1
2nd January 2012 7.0
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Introduction
Overview
Introduction

Overview This document is intended to be an overview of all standard myinventory Reports.

Features & 
Functionality

Reports can be manipulated in various ways, from specifying the time period of the 
information reported to the types of details found on particular reports. 

On the Modify Report tab, a number of filtering methods exist.

You can filter by Business Dates, Locations, Revenue Centers (RVC), and in some 
circumstances, Order Types. These filtering techniques will be discussed in greater 
detail in the Filtering Reports section.

The Preferences Tab:

The Favorite Tab:

Export to Excel/PDF/Notepad:

Modify Reports Tab Business Dates

You can use the drop-down list to select a the specific dates for the report to run. 
Options in the drop-down list include

 Most Recent

 Financial Week to Date
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Introduction
Features & Functionality
 Past 7 Days

 Today

 Yesterday

 Month to Date

 Financial Period to Date

 Please Select - this will open a calendar from which to select (Power Selection):

Not all of these options will be appropriate or available for all reports. An example 
of this is the Today's Operations Reports. Because they are specifically reporting 
"today's" details, the viewing of "Month to Date" is impossible. There are many 
reports that are set up to display only a pre-determined period of time. 

By clicking on the drop-down list heading, Business Dates, you will be directed to 
another page where you can free select date(s).
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Introduction
Features & Functionality
If your organization has created a separate financial calendar to match your fiscal 
year, you can select that financial calendar in View.

Click one or more dates in the calendar grid for specific dates. The selected date is 
highlighted in green, and that date displays in the Selection window.

Locations

Reports can be viewed by individual or multiple locations. Using the Locations 
drop-down filter, you can isolate one location for which reporting information will 
appear.

Select a single day by 
clicking on just that day 
single day.

Select an entire week by 
clicking the arrow to the 
left of the row.

Select the weekdays by 
clicking the column 
heading.

Select an entire month by 
clicking the month name.

Click and drag the mouse 
to select a date range.

Select a group of dates by 
clicking and holding Ctrl.
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Introduction
Features & Functionality
By clicking on the drop-down list heading, Locations, you will be able to select 
multiple locations for which the reporting information will be available. To operate 
the location selection page, highlight the locations to be viewed and click Add. If 
you made a mistake, highlight the location from the Selection box and click 
Remove.

Revenue Centers

Reports can be viewed by Revenue Center (RVC) as well. Using the Revenue Center 
drop-down filter, you can isolate one RVC for which reporting information will 
appear.
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Introduction
Features & Functionality
By clicking on the drop-down list heading, Revenue Centers, you will be directed to 
another page where you can free select RVCs. To operate the RVC selection page, 
highlight the RVC(s) to be viewed and click Add. If you made a mistake, highlight 
the RVC from the Selection box and click Remove.

Preferences Tab You can save changed report parameters as the new default.

Select the Preferences tab on the Modify Report menu at the top of the screen. Select 
Save. When you select this report from the side menu in the future, it runs with the 
parameters you saved.

Select Save As to create a customized alternate version of this report, which displays 
under its own name in the Other Reports portlet.
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Introduction
Features & Functionality
Favorite Tab Set as Favorite

You can designate specific reports as your favorites. These reports display in the 
Reports side menu, even if they were originally listed under More Reports. Favorite 

reports are marked with a star , instead of a red ball .

Launch a report, then select the Favorite tab on the Modify Report menu. Select Set 
Favorite. The report displays in the side menu, with a gold star beside it.

Set a Home Report

You can select one report to be your Home Report. The Home Report launches and 
displays immediately whenever you log in.

Launch a report, then select the Favorite tab on the Modify Report menu at the top of 
the screen. Select Set as Home Report. Each time you log in, this report will launch.

Enable/Disable Auto Run

By default, reports are always set to auto run. This means that, when a user clicks on 
a report, the report will “automatically run”. If you opt to disable the auto run 
feature, you will need to click the Run Report option every time you attempt to 
access the report.
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Features & Functionality
This feature is only available on a report-by-report basis, meaning that you will not 
be able to disable the auto run feature for all reports - only one report at a time. To 
disable auto run, you will need to click the Disable Auto Run option. A confirmation 
dialog box will appear:

Subsequently, when you attempt to access that report in the future, you will be 
required to make some sort of selection, be it business date or location, and click 
Run Report before any report will appear:

Exports After a report is run, it can be exported in a variety of file formats. Select one of the 
export icons from the Modify Report menu at the top of the screen.

Portable Document Format (PDF)

To export in .pdf format, you must have Adobe® Acrobat® Reader®, version 5.05 
or higher, installed on the PC you are using. 
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Features & Functionality
Select the Adobe® Acrobat® icon and the system launches Acrobat® Reader®, 
loads the report as an Acrobat file, and displays the file on the PC. You can then save 
the file, in .pdf format, from the Acrobat® Reader® menu bar. 

Adobe® Acrobat® Reader® can be downloaded without charge from Adobe 
Systems, Inc. at http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html. Acrobat® 
Reader® is used for all MICROS documentation, so it's a good idea to have this 
application loaded on your system anyway.

Earlier versions of Adobe® Acrobat® Reader® (v4, etc.) may not offer the Save 
feature.

Excel Workbook

To export in .xls format, you must have Microsoft® Excel 2000 or higher loaded on 
the PC you are using.

Select the Microsoft® Excel icon and the system launches Excel, and displays the 
report as an Excel workbook file. You can then save the file in any of the formats 
supported by Excel: as a Microsoft® Excel workbook, as a text file (.txt), as a 
formatted text file (.prn), or in the format used by several other popular spreadsheet 
products.

Comma Separated Values
Select the Comma Separated Values icon to export in (.csv) format. The report is 
exported in this format to a separate browser window. You can then save this to your 
hard disk in hypertext (.html) or text (.txt) format.
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myinventory Reports
myinventory Status Report
myinventory Reports

myinventory Status 
Report Templates

 myInvenStatus.xml

Example

Inventory Status by
Item Report

The Inventory Status by Item Report is a drill-down report of the Inventory Status 
Report. 

Field Description Table

Item Group Displays the name of the item group 
for the inventory items

Opening Value  

Net Receipts

Net Transfers

Closing Value

Actual Usage

Actual %

Theo Sold

Theo %

Variance

Var %
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myinventory Reports
myinventory Status Report
Template

 myInvenStatusByItem.xml

Example

Field Description Table

Inventory Item 
Name

Displays the name of the inventory 
item

ITEM

Unit Shows the unit by which the inventory 
item is measured (lb, pt, oz, etc.)

UNIT

Closing Price

Opening Qty Shows the quantity possessed at 
opening

Receipts Qty

Transfer Qty

Closing Qty Shows the quantity possessed at 
closing

Closing Val

Actual Qty Shows how much “actually” exists in 
the inventory

Theo Qty Shows how much “theoretically” exists 
in the inventory

Waste Qty Displays how much waste was created

Var Qty Shows the variance between what was 
actually exists vs. what was 
theoretically estimated to exist

Var Val Displays the monetary amount gained/
lost for the variance between the 
theoretical quantity and the actual 
quantity
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myinventory Reports
myinventory Cost of Sales (COS)
myinventory Cost 
of Sales (COS) Templates

 myInvenCOS.xml

Example

Field Description Table

Location Displays the location name COST_CENTER

Opening Shows the cost of sales figure at 
opening

Receipts Shows the amount in receipts for cost 
of sales

Transfers Show the amount in transfers for cost 
of sales

Closing Shows the cost of sales figure at 
closing

Actual Cost Displays the actual cost of sales for the 
location

Actual Cost % Displays the actual cost of sales 
percentage for the location

Theo Cost Displays the theoretical or estimated 
cost of sales for the location

Theo Cost % Shows the percentage of theoretical 
cost of sales for the location

Variance Shows the variance between the actual 
cost of sales and the theoretical cost of 
sales

Variance % Shows the percentage of variance 
between the actual cost of sales and the 
theoretical cost of sales
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myinventory Reports
Receipts Summary Report
myinventory Status
Per Location

The myinventory Status Per Location Report is almost identical to the standard 
myinventory Status Report (pg 11). The only difference is that the items are 
displayed by location. This report drill-downs into the myinventory Status by Item 
Per Location Report.

Template

 myInvenStatusLocation.xml

myinventory Status by
Item Per Location

The myinventory Status by Item Per Location Report is almsot identical to the 
standard myinventory Status by Item Report (pg 11). The only difference is that the 
items are displayed by location. There is no drill-down from this report.

Template

 myInvenStatusByItemLocation.xml

Receipts Summary 
Report Templates

 BOHInvenReceipts.xml

Net Sales Shows the net sales for the location

Sales Days Displays the number of sales days 
taken into consideration to derive the 
actual/theoretical costs/percentages

Field Description Table
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myinventory Reports
Receipts Summary Report
Example

Receipts Report The Receipts Report is a drill-down report from the Receipts Summary Report and 
shows all receipts for the selected location.

Receipt Status is shown in this report. Statuses include:

Templates

 BOHInvenReceiptList.xml

Field Description Table

Vendor Displays the name of the vendor(s) VENDOR

Location Shows the locations that received 
orders

LOCATION_HIER
ARCHY_ITEM

Receipt Count Displays how many orders were 
received per location

RECEIPT

Invoice Total Displays the amount invoiced per 
location

RECEIPT

COG Total Shows the cost of good total per 
location based on the orders received

RECEIPT

 Deleted  Invoiced

 Partial  Approved

 Received  Sent to AP

 Reconciled
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myinventory Reports
Receipts Summary Report
Example

Receipt Detail The Receipts Detail Report is a drill-down report from the Receipts Report and 
shows detailed information for the selected Delivery Reference number.

Templates

 BOHInvenReceiptDetail.xml

Field Description Table

Vendor Displays the name of the vendor VENDOR

Location Shows the name of the location LOCATION_HIER
ARCHY_ITEM

Delivery Ref Displays the delivery reference number VENDOR

Delivered Displays the date the order was 
delivered

VENDOR

Invoice Ref Displays the invoice reference number VENDOR

Invoiced Shows the date the deliery was 
invoiced

VENDOR

InvoiceTotal Displays the total amount invoiced at 
that location per delivery reference

VENDOR

COG Total Shows the cost of goods total for the 
invoice at the location per the delivery 
reference number

VENDOR

Status Displays the status for the receipt VENDOR
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myinventory Reports
Receipts Summary Report
Example

Field Description Table

Delivery Ref Displays the delivery reference 
number

Vendor Displays the name of the vendor VENDOR

Location Shows the name of the location LOCATION_HIERARC
HY_ITEM

Received By Displays the individual/employee 
who received the order

RECIEIPT_DETAIL

Delivered Displays the date the order was 
delivered

Invoiced Shows the date the order was 
invoiced

RECIEIPT_DETAIL

Updated Shows the date the invoice was 
updated (if any)

RECIEIPT_DETAIL

Total

Status Shows the status for the invoice 
(approved, received, etc.)

Inventory Item Displays the name of the inventory 
item

Vendor Ref Displays the vendor reference 
number

RECIEIPT_DETAIL
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myinventory Reports
Preview Count Report
Preview Count 
Report Templates

 myInvenPreviewInvenCount.xml

Unit Displays the unit weight/
measurement for the inventory 
item

Rtn

Qty Shows the quantity received RECIEIPT_DETAIL

Entered Price Shows the priced entered for that 
inventory item

RECIEIPT_DETAIL

Invoice Price Displays the price invoiced for that 
inventory item

RECIEIPT_DETAIL

Adjusted Price Displays any adjusted priced to be 
associated with the inventory item

Extended

Account

Non-Inventory 
Description

RECIEIPT_DETAIL

Rtn

Qty Shows the quantity RECIEIPT_DETAIL

Entered Price Shows the priced entered RECIEIPT_DETAIL

Invoice Price Displays the invoiced price 
invoiced

RECIEIPT_DETAIL

Adjusted Price Displays any adjusted priced RECIEIPT_DETAIL

Extended RECIEIPT_DETAIL

Account

Receipt 
Adjustment

RECEIPT_ADJUSTME
NT_DETAIL 

Value RECEIPT_ADJUSTME
NT_DETAIL 

Field Description Table
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myinventory Reports
Preview Count Report
Example

Inventory Count
Preview by Item

Group
Templates

 myInvenInvenPreviewCountByGroup.xml

Field Description Table Drill Down

Location Displays the name of the 
location

COST_CENTER N/A

Count Date Shows the date of the 
inventory count

INVENTORY N/A

Count Name Displays the name of the 
inventory count

INVENTORY Inventory 
Count by 
Item Group

Count Value Displays the value of the 
inventory count

N/A

Theoretical 
Value

Shows the theoretical or 
estimated value of the 
inventory count

N/A

Variance 
Value

Shows the variance 
between the actual 
inventory count vs. the 
theoretical inventory count

N/A

Status Shows the status of the 
inventory count (booked, 
generated, etc.)

INVENTORY N/A
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myinventory Reports
Preview Count Report
Example

Inventory Count
Preview by Item Templates

 myInvenPreviewInvenCountByItem.xml

Field Description Table Drill Down

Item Group Displays the name of the 
item group(s0

ITEM_GROUP N/A

Count Date Shows the date of the 
inventory count

INVENTORY N/A

Count Name Displays the name of the 
inventory count

INVENTORY Inventory 
Count by 
Item Group

Count Value Displays the value of the 
inventory count

N/A

Theoretical 
Value

Shows the theoretical or 
estimated value of the 
inventory count

N/A

Variance 
Value

Shows the variance 
between the actual 
inventory count vs. the 
theoretical inventory count

N/A
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myinventory Reports
Preview Count Report
Example

Field Description Table

Location Displays the name of the location COST_CENTER

Count Name Displays the name of the inventory 
count

INVENTORY

Count Date Shows the date of the inventory 
count

INVENTORY

Information Displays any relavent information 
pertaining to the Inventory Count 
Preview

INVENTORY

Inventory Item 
Name

Display the name of the inventory 
item

ITEM

Unit Shows the unit of measurement for 
the inventory item

UNIT

Count Qty Shows the number of items to be 
aquired

Count Value Displays the value of the inventory 
count

Theo Qty Shows the theoretical or estimated 
amount to be acquired

Theoretical Value Shows the theoretical or estimated 
value of the inventory count

Var Qty Shows the variance between the 
theoretical quantity and the actual 
quantity
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myinventory Reports
Inventory Count Report
Inventory Count 
Report Templates

 myInvenInvenCount.xml

Example

Variance Value Shows the variance between the 
actual inventory count vs. the 
theoretical inventory count

INVENTORY_DET
AIL

Var Pcnt Displays the variance between the 
theoretical inventory counts vs. 
actual inventory count in 
percentage format

INVENTORY_DET
AIL

Field Description Table

Field Description Table Drill Down

Location Displays the name of the 
location

N/A

Count Date Shows the date of the 
inventory count

N/A

Count Name Displays the name of the 
inventory count

Inventory 
Count by 
Item Group

Count Value Displays the value of the 
inventory count

N/A

Theoretical 
Value

Shows the theoretical or 
estimated value of the 
inventory count

N/A
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myinventory Reports
Inventory Count Report
Inventory Count by
Item Group

The Inventory Count by Item Group Report is a drill-down report from the Inventory 
Count Report.

Templates

 myInvenInvenCountByGroup.xml

Example

Variance 
Value

Shows the variance 
between the actual 
inventory count vs. the 
theoretical inventory count

N/A

Status Shows the status of the 
inventory count (booked, 
suspended, etc.)

N/A

Field Description Table Drill Down

Field Description Table Drill Down

Item Group Displays the name(s) of the 
item group(s)

Inventory 
Count by 
Item

Count Date Shows the date the inventory 
count occurred

N/A

Count Name Displays the name of the 
inventory count

N/A

Count Value Displays the monetary value of 
the inventory count

N/A
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myinventory Reports
Inventory Count Report
Inventory Count by
Item Report

This report is a drill-down report from the Inventory Count by Item Group Report.

Templates

 myInvenInvenCountByItem.xml

Example

Theoretical 
Value

Displays the estimated or 
theoretical value of the 
inventory count

N/A

Variance 
Value

Shows the difference between 
the actual inventory count value 
vs. the theoretical inventory 
count value

N/A

Field Description Table Drill Down

Field Description Table

Location 
Name

Displays the name of the location

Count Name Shows the date the inventory count 
occurred

Count Date Displays the name of the inventory 
count

Information Shows any relavent information 
entered about the inventory count

Inventory 
Item Group

Displays the name of the inventory 
item
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myinventory Reports
Purchase Orders Summary
Purchase Orders 
Summary

The Purchase Orders Summary Report shows high-level PO information. The report 
displays locations, the number of POs at each location, and the total amount 
appropriated by those POs.

Templates

 BOHInvenPurchaseOrders.xml

Unit Shows the unit of measurement for 
the various inventory count items

Count Qty Displays the number of those 
inventory items

Count Value Displays the monetary value of the 
inventory item(s)

Theo Qty Displays the theoretical (estimated) 
quantity for the inventory item(s)

Theo Value Shows the theoretical (estimated) 
monetary value of the inventory 
item(s)

Var Qty Shows the difference in the actual 
quantity of items vs. the theoretical 
quantity of items

Var Value Displays the difference in the actual 
monetary value of the inventory 
item(s) vs. the theoretical monetary 
value of the inventory item(s)

Var Pcnt Dispalys the percentage by which the 
actual inventory count varies with 
respect to the theoretical inventory 
count

Field Description Table
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myinventory Reports
Purchase Orders Report
Example

Purchase Orders 
Report

The Purchase Orders Report is a drill-down from the Purchase Orders Summary 
Report. From the Purchase Orders Summary Report, this report may be accessed by 
clicking the Total POs link, which takes you to all POs for the entire organization, or 
you may click the Location, which will show you all POs for that selected location. 
The information found on the Purchase Orders Report is the same type of data, 
regardless of whether it is for the entire enterprise or if it is for just one location.

PO Status is shown in this report. Statuses include:

Templates

 BOHInvenPurchaseOrderList.xml

Field Description Table Drill Down

Vendor Displays the name of the 
vendor

PURCHASE_O
RDER

N/A

Total POs Shows the total number of 
purcahse rders for all vendors

Purchase 
Orders 
Report

Location Shows the locations where the 
vendors deliver

Purchase 
Orders 
Report by 
Location

PO Count Displays the number of 
purchase orders per location

PURCHASE_O
RDER

N/A

PO Total Shows the monetary value of 
those purchase orders per 
location

PURCHASE_O
RDER

N/A

 Placed  Partial Receipt  Closed

 Cancelled  Received  Merged

 Modified  Reconciled  Sent
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myinventory Reports
Purchase Orders Report
Example

Purchase Orders
Detail Report

The Purchase Orders Detail Report is a drill-down from the Purchase Orders Report. 
From the Purchase Orders Report, this report may be accessed by clicking the PO 
Number link Depending on whether the Purchase Orders Report was for the whole 
organzation or just for one location will determine the data shown on this report.

PO Status is shown in this report. Statuses include:

Field Description Table Drill Down

Vendor Displays the name of the 
vendor

N/A

Location Shows the location of the 
purhase order delivery

N/A

PO Number Displays the actual purchase 
order number

Purchase 
Orders Detail 
Report

Order Date Shows the date the PO was 
placed

N/A

Requested Shows the date the PO was 
requested

N/A

PO Total Displays the total monetary 
value of the PO

N/A

Status Displays the status of the PO 
(booked, suspended, etc.)

N/A

Updated Shows when the last update to 
the PO occurred

N/A

 Placed  Partial Receipt  Closed
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myinventory Reports
Purchase Orders Report
Templates

 BOHInvenPurchaseOrderDetail.xml

Example

 Cancelled  Received  Merged

 Modified  Reconciled  Sent

Field Description Table

PO Number Displays the Purchase Order 
number

Vendor Displays the name of the vendor LOCATION_HIERARCH
Y_ITEM 

Location Displays the location where the PO 
was received

LOCATION_HIERARCH
Y_ITEM

Created By Displays the name of the individual/
employee who created the PO

LOCATION_HIERARCH
Y_ITEM 

Order Date Shows the date the PO was 
submitted to the vendor

LOCATION_HIERARCH
Y_ITEM

Updated Displays the last date the PO was 
updated

LOCATION_HIERARCH
Y_ITEM 

PO Total Shows the total monetary value for 
that PO

LOCATION_HIERARCH
Y_ITEM

Status Shows the status of the PO (booked, 
suspended, etc.)

LOCATION_HIERARCH
Y_ITEM

Inventory 
Item

Shows the name of the inventory 
item(s) included in that PO

PURCHASE_ORDER_D
ETAIL
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myinventory Reports
Receipts Report
Receipts Report

Receipt Status is shown in this report. Statuses include:

Templates

 myInvenReceipts.xml

Vendor Ref Shows the vendor reference number 
(if any0

PURCHASE_ORDER_D
ETAIL

Unit Displays the unit of measurement 
by which the inventory items are 
maintained

PURCHASE_ORDER_D
ETAIL

Requested Displays the date of the PO request PURCHASE_ORDER_D
ETAIL

Qty Shows the number of inventory 
item(s) requested

PURCHASE_ORDER_D
ETAIL

Unit Price Displays the unit price for the 
inventory item(s

PURCHASE_ORDER_D
ETAIL

Extended PURCHASE_ORDER_D
ETAIL

Account PURCHASE_ORDER_D
ETAIL

Description Displays a brief description about 
the PO

PURCHASE_ORDER_D
ETAIL

Requested Displays the date of the PO request

Qty Shows the number of inventory 
item(s) requested

PURCHASE_ORDER_D
ETAIL

Unit Price Displays the unit price for the 
inventory item(s

PURCHASE_ORDER_D
ETAIL

Extended PURCHASE_ORDER_D
ETAIL

Comments

Field Description Table

 Deleted  Invoiced

 Partial  Approved

 Received  Sent to AP

 Reconciled
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myinventory Reports
Receipts Report
Example

myinventory Receipts
Detail Report

The myinventory Receipt Detail Report is a drill-down report from the myinventory 
Receipts Report.

Templates

 myInvenReceiptDetail.xml

Field Description Table Drill Down

Supplier Displays the name of the 
supplier (a.k.a. vendor)

VENDOR myinventory 
Receipt Detail

Location Shows the location(s) that 
the supplier delivers to

COST_CENTER N/A

Receipt 
Name

Shows the name of the 
receipt

RECEIPT N/A

Receipt 
Date

Displays the date of the 
receipt

RECEIPT N/A

Invoice 
Name

Displays the name of the 
invoice

INVOICE N/A

Invoice Date Shows the date the delivery 
was invoiced

INVOICE N/A

Net Value Shows the net value of the 
entire delivery per supplier/
vendor

N/A

Gross Value Shows the gross value of the 
enter delivery per supplier/
vendor

N/A

Status Shows the status of the 
delivery (received, 
suspended, etc.)

N/A
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myinventory Reports
myinventory Item Groups Report
Example

myinventory Item 
Groups Report Templates

Field Description Table

Location Displays the location where the PO 
was received

COST_CENTER

Supplier Displays the name of the supplier/
vendor

VENDOR

Receipt Name Shows the receipt name RECEIPT

Delivery Date Displays the date the PO was 
delivered

RECEIPT

Net Stock 
Value

Item Group Displays the name of the item 
group(s)

ITEM_GROUP

Item Name Displays the name of the actual item 
in the item group(s)

ITEM

Receipt Unit Shows the unit of measurement by 
which the item was received

UNIT

Quantity Shows the quantity of the item(s) 
received

Price Shows the price of the item(s0

Net Stock 
Value
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myinventory Reports
myinventory Item Groups Report
 BOHInvenGroup.xml

Example

myinventory Items &
Prices Report

The myinventory Items & Prices Report is a drill-down report from the myinventory 
Item Groups Report.

Templates

 BOHInvenItem.xml

Example

Field Description Table Drill Down

Item Group Displays the name of the item 
group(s0

ITEM_GROUP Inventory 
Items and 
Prices

Number of 
Items

Displays the number of items 
within the item group

ITEM N/A

Field Description Table

Number Displays the item number ITEM

Item Name Displays the name of the item ITEM

Unit Shows the unit of measurement for 
this item

UNIT
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myinventory Reports
myinventory Item Groups Report
Item Group Displays the item group to which the 
item belongs

ITEM_GROUP

Purchase Unit Shows the amount by which the item 
must be purchased

ITEM_GROUP

Purchase 
Price

Displays the price per purchase unit 
for the item

ITEM

Field Description Table
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